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Quantum Cryptography Based on Bell's Theorem
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Practical application of the generalized Bell s theorem in the so-called key distribution process in cryp-
tography is reported. The proposed scheme is based on the Bohm's version of the Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen gedanken experiment and Bell's theorem is used to test for eavesdropping.
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Cryptography, despite a colorful history that goes back
to 400 B.C., only became part of mathematics and infor-
mation theory this century, in the late 1940s, mainly due
to the seminal papers of Shannon [1]. Today, one can
briefly define cryptography as a mathematical system of
transforming information so that it is unintelligible and
therefore useless to those who are not meant to have ac-
cess to it. However, as the computational process associ-
ated with transforming the information is always per-
formed by physical means, one cannot separate the
mathematical structure from the underlying laws of phys-
ics that govern the process of computation [2]. Deutsch
has shown that quantum physics enriches our computa-
tional possibilities far beyond classical Turing machines
[2], and current work in quantum cryptography originat-
ed by Bennett and Brassard provides a good example of
this fact [3].

In this paper I will present a method in which the secu-
rity of the so-called key distribution process in cryptogra-
phy depends on the completeness of quantum mechanics.
Here completeness means that quantum description pro-
vides maximum possible information about any system
under consideration. The proposed scheme is based on

the Bohm's well-known version of the Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen gedanken experiment [4]; the generalized Bell' s

theorem (Clauser-Horne-Shimony-Holt inequalities) [5]
is used to test for eavesdropping. From a theoretical
point of view the scheme provides an interesting and new
extension of Bennett and Brassard's original idea, and
from an experimental perspective oAers a practical reali-
zation by a small modification of experiments that were

set up to test Bell's theorem. Before I proceed any fur-
ther let me first introduce some basic notions of cryptog-
raphy.

Originally the security of a cryptotext depended on the
secrecy of the entire encrypting and decrypting pro-
cedures; however, today we use ciphers for which the al-
gorithm for encrypting and decrypting could be revealed
to anybody without compromising the security of a par-
ticular cryptogram. In such ciphers a set of specific pa-
rameters, called a key, is supplied together with the plain-
text as an input to the encrypting algorithm, and together
with the cryptogram as an input to the decrypting algo-
rithm. The encrypting and decrypting algorithms are
publicly announced; the security of the cryptogram de-
pends entirely on the secrecy of the key, and this key,
which is very important, may consist of any randomly
chosen, suSciently long string of bits. Once the key is es-
tablished, subsequent communication involves sending
cryptograms over a public channel which is vulnerable to
total passive interception (e.g., public announcement in
mass media). However, in order to establish the key, two
users, who share no secret information initially, must at a
certain stage of communication use a reliable and a very
secure channel. Since the interception is a set of mea-
surements performed by the eavesdropper on this chan-
nel, however dificult this might be from a technological
point of view, in principle any classical channel can al-
ways be passively monitored, without the legitimate users
being aware that any eavesdropping has taken place.
This is not so for quantum channels [3]. In the following
I describe a quantum channel which distributes the key
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is the correlation coefficient of the measurements per-
formed by Alice along a; and by Bob along b~. Here
P+ ~ (a;,b~) denotes the probability that result +'1 has
been obtained along a; and ~ 1 along b~. According to
the quantum rules

E(a, , b, ) = —a b . (2)

For the two pairs of analyzers of the same orientation
(a2, bi and a3, b2) quantum mechanics predicts total an-
ticorrelation of the results obtained by Alice and Bob:
E(a,,b, ) =E(a,,b, ) = —1.

Let us also, following Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and
Holt [5], define a quantity composed of the correlation
coefficients for which Alice and Bob used analyzers of

without any "element of reality" associated with the key
and which is protected by the completeness of quantum
mechanics.

The channel consists of a source that emits pairs of
spin- 2 particles, in a singlet state. The particles Ay apart
along the z axis, towards the two legitimate users of the
channel, say, Alice and Bob, who, after the particles have
separated, perform measurements on spin components
along one of three directions given by unit vectors a; and

b, (i,j =1,2, 3), respectively, for Alice and Bob. For sim-
plicity, both a; and bj vectors lie in the x-y plane, perpen-
dicular to the trajectory of the particles, and are charac-
terized by azimuthal angles: Pi'=0, Pz

=
4 tr, P3 2 tr

and pi = —,
' x, p2 = —,

'
tr, p3 = —,

'
tr. Superscripts "a" and

"b" refer to Alice and Bob's analyzers, respectively, and
the angle is measured from the vertical x axis. The users
choose the orientation of the analyzers randomly and in-

dependently for each pair of incoming particles. Each
measurement, in 2 6 units, can yield two results, +1
(spin up) and —

1 (spin down), and can potentially reveal
one bit of information.

The quantity

E(a, , b, ) =P++(a, ,b, )+P (a, ,b, )

diff'erent orientation,

S=E(ai,bi) —E(ai, b3)+E(a3,bi)+E(a3, 13) .

Again, quantum mechanics requires

S = —2'.

(3)

(4)

After the transmission has taken place, Alice and Bob
can announce in public the orientations of the analyzers
they have chosen for each particular measurement and
divide the measurements into two separate groups: a first
group for which they used diff'erent orientation of
analyzers, and a second group for which they used the
same orientation of their analyzers. They discard all
measurements in which either or both of them failed to
register a particle at all. Subsequently, Alice and Bob
can reveal publicly the results they obtained but within
the first group of measurements only. This allows them
to establish the value of S, which, if the particles were not
directly or indirectly "disturbed, " should reproduce the
result of Eq. (4). This assures the legitimate users that
the results they obtained within the second group of mea-
surements are anticorrelated and can be converted into a
secret string of bits —the key. This secret key may be
then used in a conventional cryptographic communica-
tion between Alice and Bob.

The eavesdropper cannot elicit any information from
the particles while in transit from the source to the legiti-
mate users, simply because there is no information encod-
ed there. The information "comes into being" only after
the legitimate users perform measurements and commun-
icate in public afterwards. The eavesdropper may try to
substitute his own prepared data for Alice and Bob to
misguide them, but as he does not know which orientation
of the analyzers will be chosen for a given pair of parti-
cles, there is no good strategy to escape from being
detected. In this case his intervention will be equivalent
to introducing elements of physical reality to the mea-
surements of the spin components. This can be easily
seen if we put appropriately modified (by the eaves-
dropper perfect measurement) correlation coefficients
into Eq. (3). We obtain

S=) p(n„nb)dn, dnb[(ai. n, )(bi nb) —(ai n, )(13 nb)+(a3. n, )(bi nb)+(a3 n, )(b3 nb)], (5)

where n, and nb are two unit vectors (for particles a and
b, respectively), oriented along the directions of the
quantization axes for which the eavesdropper acquired in-
formation about the spin component of a given particle.
This information could be acquired either through a
direct, "brute" measurement of the spin components or
through a more subtle attack on the source, e.g. , substi-
tuting a source that produces a state of two spin- 2 parti-
cles correlated with another quantum system on which
the actual measurement will be performed by the eaves-
dropper. The normalized probability measure p(n„nb)
describes the eavesdropper strategy (probability of inter-
cepting a spin component along a given direction for a

particular measurement). If only one particle (say, a)
is exposed to the measurement performed by the eaves-
dropper along the direction n„one may put nb = —n, as
a particular case in Eq. (5).

Simple calculation for a given orientation of a~, a3 or
b~, b3 gives

S =„p(n„nb)dn, dnb[42n. nb],

which implies

—JZ~S~ JZ,
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and contradicts Eq. (4) for any strategy described by the
measure p(n„nb). This way it has been shown that the
generalized Bell's theorem can have a practical applica-
tion in cryptography, namely, it can test the safety of the
key distribution. It is not a mathematical di%culty of a
particular computation, but a fundamental physical law
that protects the system, and as long as quantum theory
is not refuted as a complete theory the system is secure.

Regarding more refined attacks associated with the
faked source of three (or more) correlated particles, one
may think, for example, about delayed measurement on
the third particle which is correlated with the two spin- 2

particles. By "delayed" I mean "after the orientation of
the analyzers has been publicly revealed by Alice and
Bob." However„as we want the two particles to be in

pure, singlet state, and Alice and Bob test for it through
Bell's theorem, then we cannot correlate the third particle
with the other two without disturbing the purity of the
singlet state. Therefore I conjecture that there is no
universal (good for all orientations a;, bj.) state of the
faked source which will pass the statistical test of the leg-
itimate users on the subsystem of the two correlated par-
ticles a and b. As Alice and Bob can also delay their
public communication, the eavesdropper faces the prob-
lem of storing the third particle undisturbed for an ap-
propriately long period of time.

I have already mentioned that the proposed channel
can be realized as a modification of experiments that test-
ed Bell's theorem. In particular, the celebrated experi-
ment of Aspect and co-workers [6], in which polarized
photons were used instead of spin- & particles, would be
the most obvious choice. In the experiment, every 10 ns

pairs of photons were emitted in a radiative atomic cas-

cade of calcium. Acousto-optical switches were used to
change the orientation of the analyzers in a time short
compared with the photon transit time, and the detection
e%ciency was over 95%. Apart from changing the main
objective of the experiment, and some details in the setup,
one will also need software to simulate Alice, Bob, and
optionally the eavesdropper. The modifications are
minor, so it raises hopes for experimental realization in
the nearest future.
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